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Exari DocGen™

Gain speed and control over your contract drafting processes
Manually drafting contracts can be a tedious process and runs the risk of using the wrong clauses or language
that could become costly. What if you could create secure, compliant contracts in a fraction of the time?
Imagine the time savings you could gain if end users produced their own pre-approved contracts, freeing up
legal to focus on other higher value priorities.

Exari DocGen™ is the industry’s leading document generation software.

Achieve an unprecedented level of speed and control in creating and negotiating contracts and complex
documents with Exari DocGen. The powerful combination of mobile computing and cloud-based authoring
allows business users to generate their own contracts, freeing up legal and IT teams.
DocGen is powered by the Exari Engine, an intuitive, browser-based interview that generates any type of
contract. To gather the necessary contract information, users simply answer a dynamic set of questions,
instinctively grouped by topic. This information then populates the contract template, creating a compliant,
accurate contract in record time. It’s flexibility and customizable approach allows for enterprise-wide
adoptability.

Web-based interview and preview

• With “hot spots”, easily view and quickly edit answers within the web browser preview
• Active interview pages provide a responsive user experience, with instant display of relevant follow-up
questions and warnings during the interview process

Flexible, portable document and data output

• Externally produced documents or just chosen sections can be easily embedded within the newly created
document being assembled
• Documents can be output as Word RTF, DOCX, PDF, HTML, PS and XML
• Data captured during the interview can be easily saved and shared. Data from other systems can also be
reused to pre-populate the answers to some, or all,
interview questions

Unique analysis of negotiated documents
with RoundTrip™

• Review a true, trusted red line of changes made
from previous drafts
• Word documents can be analyzed after another
party has made edits
• Data points modified during negotiations can be
automatically highlighted and corrected
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Extensive customization options

• Option to re-skin the UI to provide a seamless alignment with other integrated applications
• User interface customization is supported via extensive CSS and message configuration features
• Documents can be produced in or multiple languages, including double-byte character sets

Exari Instant Author™

Our web-based process for getting new, smart templates up and running quickly. Author original templates in
your familiar Word environment and use simple text markers to show how you want the document automation
logic to be set up.

Exari PowerAuthor™

Our fully featured authoring application that lets power users easily create and edit the most complex
documents, forms, clauses and packages. It can handle tables, images, repeating content, embedding of
documents and grouping of documents together. A range of testing and diagnostic capabilties accelerate the
process of checking and verifying template integrity.

Exari WebAuthor™

Our fully featured web authoring tool and interface that empowers more authoring functionality in the browser.
Fixes and modifications to templates can be done within the browser instead of through PowerAuthor. Create
and edit logic using the browser, import revised marked up documents as a new version of an existing template
or update the logic version within the browser instantly.

Exari Template Repository

Store and manage your smart templates and clause libraries in our integrated, web-enabled templated
repository. Managed with full version control, publishing the correct version to users once testing and QA steps
are complete is ensured. The repository has special features designed to streamline template maintenance,
including sharing of clauses, logic and styles across multiple templates.

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract risk
and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

